
 

 
“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, 

people will eventually come to believe it. The lie can 
be maintained only for such time as the State can 

shield the people from the political, economic and/or 
military consequences of the lie. It thus becomes 

vitally important for the State to use all of its powers 
to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy 

of the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the 
greatest enemy of the State.” 

 

~ Joseph Goebels ~ 

Most Canadians are unaware of our road to serfdom, since the 
turn of the century. This decline is reaching a climax. Our celestial 
freedoms are in the cross-hairs, including freedom of speech. 

George Washington said, "If the freedom of speech is taken away 
then dumb and silent we may be led, like sheep to the slaughter. 

Under "hate speech" and "Islamophobia" memes, Canada appears 
determined to silence patriots’ legitimate concerns about its 
policies.   

https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2018/08/21/the-red-paved-the-way-for-the-green-minnesota-case-study-uncovers-hard-left-roots-of-islamic-surge/


Know that there are powerful international forces that are 
weaponizing "hate speech": 

As of May 2019, the UN is on record as acknowledging that: “there 
is no international legal definition of hate speech, and the 
characterization of what is "hateful" is controversial and 
disputed."   

Yet, at the "United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate 
Speech" on June 18, 2019 the UN General Secretary spoke of the 
need to step up international efforts to suppress "hate speech" 

Canada’s top leaders along with the media are actively 
cooperating with the UN's agenda to deprive Canadians of their 
Charter Rights. 

Canada 

Canada and Canadians Not ‘Systemically Racist, 
Justin Trudeau IS 

Even in the midst of the Trudeau black face scandal there’s a detectable 
silver lining: In spite of the $600 million dollars the Trudeau Liberal 
government invested in the mainstream media in an election year; in spite 
of the chokehold of social media on the plain truth, the Trudeau blackface 
scandal went viral—worldwide—and is still going viral—all because there 
are some things social media just cannot completely suppress. 

And the message left behind could not possibly be more clear: Canadians 
are not ‘systemically racist’.  Canada is not ‘systemically racist’.  Canada’s 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/canada-and-canadians-not-
systemically-racist-justin-trudeau-is 

'The Five' reacts to Trudeau's blackface photo 
scandal 
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau forced to apologize after racist 

photos surface; reaction and analysis on 'The Five.' He’s layers deep of 

insufferable! 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/canada-prime-minister-justin-trudeau-buying-the-media-in-time-for-2019-elec
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jf9L6LGjaNg 

Justin Trudeau is Cancelled with Paul Joseph 
Watson 
 
What’s with the hand?  His #metoo moment? Identity politics eats its own 
again. Glorious. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=147&v=VZBntuxFQwo 

Woke, sanctimonious’ Justin Trudeau ‘smashed by 
all sides’ 
 
Sky News host Andrew Bolt says the ‘woke, sanctimonious and finger-wagger 
on gender’ Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is being “smashed by all 
sides” over a blackface costume he donned for an Arabian Nights-themed 
party. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhlRpn8IkGs 

Trudeau unworthy of being prime minister 
 
Our view is that Trudeau is not worthy of being Canada’s prime minister. 
Trudeau has always set higher standards for others than he sets for 
himself. We saw it in the Lavscam, Aga Khan and groping scandals, and 
now this. He’s not fit to be prime minister. Canadians should send him that 
message on Oct. 21. 

https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-trudeau-unworthy-of-
being-prime-minister 

Maxime Bernier invited to participate in official 
commission debates 

The official Leaders' Debates Commission has decided to invite Maxime 
Bernier, leader of the People's Party of Canada, to participate in the English 
and French debates that will be televised next month. "You have satisfied 
me that you intend to field candidates in 90 per cent of ridings and, based 
on recent political context, public opinion polls and previous general 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jf9L6LGjaNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=147&v=VZBntuxFQwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhlRpn8IkGs
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election results, I consider that more than one candidate of your party has 
a legitimate chance to be elected," David Johnston, the former governor 
general who leads the commission, wrote to Bernier on Monday. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/maxime-bernier-debates-commission-

election-1.5285162 

The Muslim vote will play a role in Canadian 
election, but how? 
  
Trudeau has the unsavoury reputation in some corners of being the Prime 
Minister who gives a pass to Islamism. How can the electorate forget the 
divisive debates over M103 and whether or not to permit the burka in 
public space and at citizenship swearing-in ceremonies? The Conservatives 
have somewhat reshaped themselves, encouraging many Muslim 
candidates to run from their platform. It will be interesting to see where 
Muslim voters head, although it’s simplistic to view any religious 
community’s voting habits as uniform or homogeneous. 
 
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/hassan-the-muslim-vote-will-
play-a-role-in-the-election-but-how#comments 
 

RCMP commissioner says intelligence director 
aiding FBI probe at time of arrest 

A sensitive-investigations team looked for months into possible leaks 
before the arrest last week of the 47-year-old Ortis, who faces charges 
under the Security of Information Act as well as two Criminal Code 
provisions for allegedly trying to disclose classified material to a foreign 
entity or terrorist group. 

https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/rcmp-
commissioner-to-answer-questions-about-arrested-intelligence-director 

Read the full text of Jason Kenney's response to 
Amnesty's criticism of his 'fight back' strategy 
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Amnesty International warned Kenney his aggressive approach in 
defending the oil and gas industry puts human rights at risk. The premier 
had a caustic response. “There was a reason I singled Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, and Venezuela for comparison. They – along with Iran – would be 
major beneficiaries of a moratorium on Canadian oil production. No one will 
cheer your letter harder than Vladimir Putin, the Houses of Saud and Al 
Thani, the caudillo Nicolás Maduro, and Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. OPEC’s 
oleo-gopolists will be chuckling from their gilded palaces at your naïveté.” 
 
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/read-the-full-text-jason-kenney-
responds-to-amnesty-internationals-criticism-of-his-fight-back-strategy 

Rights tribunal orders Imperial Oil to pay $116,000 
to engineer rejected for job over immigration status 
 
Although the company had argued that Muhammad Haseeb was dishonest 
about his immigration status throughout the job application process, the 
Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario ruled he was entitled to claim lost 
income over the four-year period his case was being adjudicated. 

 
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2019/09/16/rights-tribunal-orders-
imperial-oil-to-pay-116000-to-engineer-rejected-for-job-over-immigration-
status.html 
 

Media Editorial Staff in Vancouver Disavow 
Published Commentary Criticizing Diversity 
 
The top prize for deceptiveness, lying, and hatefulness goes to Evan 
Balgord, the executive director of the Canadian Anti-Hate Network. Without 
caring to offer a single falsifying fact, this charlatan, who is known for his 
Gestapo-like tactics in the suppression of dissident views, said that Hecht's 
article consisted of nothing but "neo-Nazi talking points...factually incorrect 
… this is just basically white supremacist screed." 
 
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/09/media-editorial-staff-in-vancouver-

disavow-published-commentary-criticizing-diversity.html#more 
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Andray Domise: Discrimination, Racism, And Calls 
for Harm from Maclean's Editor with Frank 
Vaughan 
 
This is the media that Trudeau/Scheer want to give government money to. 
This is what unbiased looks like in 2019. This man is calling people Nazis 
and calling for their physical harm.  Is this the kind of Canada that we want 
to live in? He has stepped out of line. This is libelous and slanderous.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7oer4BNftY&feature=youtu.be 

BDS-hole who Defaced Store Products now a 
Canadian New Democrat Party Candidate 

“Someone who thinks it’s okay to vandalize store products based on the 
origin of their producer has no role as a candidate for a major Canadian 
political party,” said Michael Mostyn, Chief Executive Officer of B’nai Brith 
Canada. “Not only do Ms. Gallo’s actions demonstrate her anti-Israel 
bigotry, but they also reveal a profound disrespect for the rule of law.” 

And Jagmeet Singh writes to the Honourable David Johnston because “he 
is troubled that Maxime Bernier is being given a platform to promote an 
ideology of hate that spreads prejudice and disinformation”.  This is rich.  

https://www.israellycool.com/2019/09/20/bds-hole-who-defaced-store-
products-now-a-canadian-new-democratic-party-candidate/ 

An Alberta human-rights case over babysitting 
exposes a lack of common sense 

To prohibit parents from asking probing questions of potential babysitters 
is to prohibit parents from making the best decisions about the care and 
protection of their own vulnerable children. Nobody inherently has a legal 
right to babysit another’s child.  

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-an-alberta-human-rights-
case-over-babysitting-exposes-a-lack-of-common/ 
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Jordan Peterson film cancelled in Canadian movie 
theatre  

It’s a sad reflection of the times, and also slightly ironic, that filmmakers in 
a free society like Canada encounter censorship of their film about a 
thoughtful, well-spoken psychology professor, whose own views on free 
speech are a thousand times more liberal than those “progressive” activists 
that protest him.  

https://www.thepostmillennial.com/jordan-peterson-film-cancelled-in-

canadian-movie-theatre/ 

Human Rights Tribunals – Should They Go? 
 
The B.C. Human Rights Tribunal is proceeding with a case where a 
biological man, preferring to be treated as a female, was refused to have 
his genitals waxed by a number of women.  The women have a perfect 
right to refuse, as any reasonable person would agree. Yet, the 
ideologically hidebound B.C Human Rights Tribunal, instead of dismissing 
this clearly frivolous complaint, is forcing these bewildered women to 
defend their actions at hearings at their own expense.  A reasonable 
tribunal would have summarily dismissed such a vexatious complaint. 

https://fcpp.org/2019/09/16/human-rights-tribunals-should-they-go/ 
 

Canada Needs Immigrants, Just Not So Many 

It makes sense to temporarily reduce the number of immigrants to be 
admitted to, say, 150,000, as was recently proposed by Maxime Bernier, 
the leader of the Peoples’ Party of Canada. And then we must watch 
closely to see what happens to immigrants’ earnings and cost of housing 
and congestion. If they continue to be a problem, the number admitted 
needs to be lowered some more. If they improve, the number could be 
maintained or even raised. 

http://www.global-economics.ca/immigration_policy_pillars.htm 

Federal parties being warned of efforts by 6 foreign 
countries to influence election: sources 

https://www.thepostmillennial.com/jordan-peterson-film-cancelled-in-canadian-movie-theatre/
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/jordan-peterson-film-cancelled-in-canadian-movie-theatre/
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http://www.global-economics.ca/immigration_policy_pillars.htm


All of the nations said to be attempting to influence the election have 
reasons for trying to boost their clout with a key American ally like Canada. 
Iran and Saudi Arabia are at daggers-drawn after Tehran was blamed for a 
weekend attack on Saudi oil facilities. Pakistan is in a tense standoff with 
India over the disputed region of Kashmir, while Nicolas Maduro is under 
heavy international pressure to step down as president of Venezuela. An 
integrated intelligence unit has been giving political parties bi-weekly 
briefings about foreign actors' activities in Canada. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/china-india-interference-1.5284473 

New Montreal City Pool to Have Just One “Gender 
Neutral” Changing Room 
 
A new public swimming pool in Montreal, Canada will have just one 
“gender neutral” changing room, eliminating male and female designated 
facilities. The Rosemont Aquatic Complex, which is set to open next year, 
announced the new policy on its website. “Making boys, girls, men, 
women, transgender and “non-binary” people all change in the same room 
is a benchmark of “social innovation.” 
 
https://summit.news/2019/09/16/new-montreal-city-pool-to-have-just-one-
gender-neutral-changing-room/ 

Two Muslim suspects wanted in human trafficking 
investigation in Greater Toronto and Hamilton 

With the onslaught of Muslim immigration, looks like the infamous Muslim 
child sex trafficking gangs plaguing Europe are taking root in North 
America. Moaid Mohamed, 23, and Ibrahim Muhamed Suliman, 25, are now 
wanted on several charges in a human trafficking investigation involving a 
girl under the age of 16. Both men are now wanted on several charges.  

https://gellerreport.com/2019/09/2-muslim-suspects-wanted-in-human-
trafficking-investigation-in-greater-toronto-and-hamilton.html/ 

C3RF Update – 20 September 2019 
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C3RF analyses the first week of election, 2019 campaign activity through 
the Motion M-103 lens. Here we see the former's call for "quelling" 
systemic racism and religious discrimination, including Islamophobia, play 
out as identity-based mudslinging in this week's election proceedings. 
Forget about discussing the major national and international issues facing 
the country, political discourse has been appropriated by "gotcha" war 
rooms seeking to assassinate the character of their opponents. To add 
injury to insult, hypocrisy reigns as accusers are seen to be every bit as 
deficient as those they seek to destroy. All this prompts the question, when 
will John Q Public see through this cynical political game and reward its 
players accordingly? 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/09/20/C3RF-Member-
Update---20-Sep-2019 

 

Free Speech 
UK: The Push to End Free Speech 

Martin Hewitt, Chair of Britain's National Police Chiefs' Council, recently 
said: "We take all reports of hate crime very seriously and will investigate 
them thoroughly. However, we have some concerns about the proposed 
definition of Islamophobia made by the all-party parliamentary group on 
British Muslims. "The term Islamophobia has a broad meaning that can 
easily be used to restrict free and fair discussion about the Islamic religion 
and Islamist extremism. Instead, an alternative definition of Anti-Muslim 
Hatred should be specific and narrow 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/09/20/C3RF-Member-Update---20-Sep-2019
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/09/20/C3RF-Member-Update---20-Sep-2019


https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14329/britain-criticism-of-islam 

Filmmaker Michael Hansen Killing Europe 
  
Matt Bracken interviews filmmaker Michael Hansen about dealing with the 
death of free speech and what Americans can do to stop ANTIFA and the 
attack on civil rights in America. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6r7KusL4n0&feature=youtu.be 

New World Order 

How NASA became a cheerleader for the New 
World Order 

Did you know that in the second half of the 20th century, a United Nations 
plan to transform America into a UN satellite was implemented? Worse, 
this globalist transformation continues today. UN regulations are already 
embedded into our government agencies and the transformation of our 
Republic into a socialist state is well underway. This article shows how 
globalism came to NASA, and America. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/how-nasa-became-a-cheerleader-for-

the-new-world-order 

The Left 
By Its Own Definition Antifa is Fascist 
 
By using Antifa’s own definition that one can be a fascist by having traits 
found in Fascist government, Antifa is fascist by their own logic. It’s clear 
that they believe the current liberal democracy government of the country 
has failed and what the people need are strong incorruptible leaders to 
take the reins and do what is needed to fix it in their image. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/09/by_its_own_definition_
antifa_is_fascist.html 
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Ground-breaking $4.8M Lawsuit Threatens to 
Unearth SPLC's Secrets 

Over the past two years, the far-left Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) 
has faced numerous lawsuits for defamation and other claims. The SPLC 
earned its reputation by suing the Ku Klux Klan, and in recent decades it 
has accused various organizations of being "hate groups," listing them 
along with the KKK in a cynical attempt to raise money and destroy its 
political enemies. While the SPLC paid a $3.375 million settlement to 
Muslim reformer Maajid Nawaz last year, none of the many lawsuits 
against the SPLC has threatened to reveal its secrets — until now. 

https://pjmedia.com/trending/groundbreaking-4-8m-lawsuit-threatens-to-
unearth-splcs-secrets 

Gaming the ADL 

PewDiePie, the only human being on Earth to have more than 100 million 
YouTube subscribers and who is the king of video gamers may have more 
legitimate influence in the propaganda game—especially among the 
young—than a century-old and absurdly wealthy “nonprofit” organization 
with a proven track record of having the media, the government, and the 
police on a leash. And in that sense, I don’t care how stultifyingly stupid his 
show is. Last week, PewDiePie and the ADL had a little dustup, and it turns 
out that he may understand far more about how modern media works than 
they do. 

https://www.takimag.com/article/gaming-the-adl/ 

Around the World 

Australia 

Butcher shop’s “Non-Halal Certified” sign banned 
as “offensive and demeaning” to Muslims 

Until a couple of weeks ago, the shop proudly displayed a decal in the 
window featuring their business name and the words “NON-HALAL 
CERTIFIED” with a picture of an emu and kangaroos. But the majority of 
the Panel on the Advertising Standards body considered that the sign’s 
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wording and images amounted to a depiction that was inciting hatred or 
contempt of a group of people based on their religious practices or Muslim 
origin. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/09/australia-butcher-shops-non-halal-

certified-sign-banned-as-offensive-and-demeaning-to-muslims 

Egypt 

Beaten and Threatened for Defending Women’s 
Rights 

A few days ago, Reda Eldanbouki was brutally attacked while trying to save 
a young woman from being abused by her family. Eldanbouki is now 
recovering. When we asked him if he will continue to fight for women’s 
rights, he answered, “Without any hesitation, as long as I’m alive,” proving, 
unfortunately, that the fight for women’s rights in the Middle East is no less 
dangerous than the rest of the battles in that part of the world. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/eldanbouki-beaten-and-threatened-for-
defending-womens-rights 

Ethiopia 

“Islamic extremism has been growing,” and now 
churches are being burned down all over the 
country 

Coincidence? Maybe. But “Islamic extremism has been growing in Ethiopia 
and has been a concern for many analysts in the region. Money from the 
Gulf region has been pouring into the country building mosques, [Islamic] 
schools, and introducing the Wahabi form of Islam to Ethiopian Muslims 
since the early 2000s.” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/09/ethiopia-islamic-extremism-has-been-

growing-and-now-churches-are-being-burned-down-all-over-the-country 
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France 
Macron Sides with Iran's Mullahs 

The French officials act and speak as if the Iranian regime was totally 
honorable, and as if they did not discern the obvious: that the Iranian 
regime has destructive goals. The nuclear deal did not divert the regime 
from its goal of building nuclear weapons. The deal, in fact, floated the 
regime toward precisely that end. The American strategy of applying 
maximum pressure through economic sanctions seems the only non-
military way to pressure this regime to change course. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14899/france-macron-iran-mullahs 

Germany 

Merkel’s Germany: an antisemitic terrorist state 

Germany is also friend and cheer leader of Abbas and his coterie. About a 
week prior to the Markel’s most recent meeting with Abbas, the 
latter  declared at a refugee camp: “We will enter Jerusalem as ‘millions of 
fighters’; we reject  the ‘designation of our Martyrs as terrorists’-they are 
Martyrs of the homeland and not a single penny from their money will be 
deducted- they are the most sacred thing we have.” 

https://www.israpundit.org/merkels-germany-an-antisemitic-terrorist-state/ 

Iran 

World arsonist: The Islamic Republic of Iran 

Iranians are the proud spiritual descendants of King Cyrus the Great, the 
author of the first charter of human rights.  Some of Cyrus' children live in 
the patch of land called Iran.  The overwhelming majority — free humans 
with human beliefs — live in every country, city, and village of the earth. 
These worldwide people, one and all, irrespective of nationality, color, or 
creed, are Iranians because they all adhere to the Cyrus Charter; they 
practice and defend its lofty tenets and transfer this precious treasure to 
the next generation. 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/R44017.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilnhD5wSLas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8wgCemww08
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14899/france-macron-iran-mullahs
https://www.israpundit.org/merkels-germany-an-antisemitic-terrorist-state/


https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/world_arsonist_the_islami
c_republic_of_iran.html#ixzz604eIGSSQ 
 

What have the Houthis wrought? 

The weekend attack on the Saudi oil refinery may well be looked back at as 
a true hinge moment in history, for it represents the first time a world 
power, Iran, through its agents in Yemen*, struck another world power 
with large numbers of drones in a coordinated fashion.  Sure, drones have 
been used for the last twenty years or so to deploy weapons of war, but 
those deployments have usually been by singular drones against singular, 
specific targets. Think of the strike as the 21st century Guernica. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/what_have_the_houthis_
wrought_.html#ixzz5zhsGMhfH 
 

Israel 

The strategic cost of Israel’s political instability by 
Caroline Glick 

Tuesday’s elections ended in deadlock. Neither major party can form a 
governing majority. And so, there is no end in sight for the instability 
Lieberman provoked and prolonged. Israel’s prolonged political volatility 
and uncertainty have had a disastrous impact on Israel’s strategic 
flexibility. Indeed, it has induced strategic paralysis. Israel cannot respond 
in a meaningful way to threats or take advantage of strategic opportunities 
that present themselves. 

https://www.israelhayom.com/opinions/the-strategic-cost-of-israels-
political-instability/ 
Palestinian Authority 

Do Palestinian Leaders Want a Better Life for Their 
People?  

Not only have Palestinian leaders done nothing to provide the refugees 
with any services or rights, now they are telling them that anyone who 
leaves his refugee camp will be considered a traitor. In this longstanding 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/world_arsonist_the_islamic_republic_of_iran.html#ixzz604eIGSSQ
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/world_arsonist_the_islamic_republic_of_iran.html#ixzz604eIGSSQ
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/what_have_the_houthis_wrought_.html#ixzz5zhsGMhfH
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/what_have_the_houthis_wrought_.html#ixzz5zhsGMhfH
https://www.israelhayom.com/opinions/the-strategic-cost-of-israels-political-instability/
https://www.israelhayom.com/opinions/the-strategic-cost-of-israels-political-instability/


and deadly game, Palestinian leaders use their people as sacrificial pawns 
for the sake of prolonging the conflict with Israel and forcing the 
international community, including the UN, to go on funding millions of 
refugees – apparently, forever. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14901/palestinians-lebanon-better-life 

Sweden 

Sorry, Greta, even your fellow Swedes aren't 
buying the climate change claptrap anymore 

It points out a sorry reality: that the cute and sincere Swedish kidlet is 
a pawn of a consortium of greedy green venture capitalists and 
investors whose agenda is to get in on government-contracts green action 
based on legislated green priorities, same way Al Gore did, and make 
themselves a crony-capitalism killing. Greta is being hailed as persuasive in 
her global warming activism. In reality, she's a hail-Mary pass from a 
rearguard jurocracy hellbent on institutionalizing global warming to its own 
benefit. Sorry, Greta. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/sorry_greta_even_your_fe
llow_swedes_arent_buying_the_climate_change_claptrap_anymore.html#i
xzz604JSvPwi 

The Netherlands 

Geert Wilders on the Corrupt Legal Case Brought 

Against Him 
 
There have been new developments in the show trial against Geert 
Wilders, the leader of the Party for Freedom in the Netherlands. Since then 
there have been additional reports in the media about the improper 
involvement of the Minister of Justice in the case. 
 
https://gatesofvienna.net/2019/09/geert-wilders-on-the-corrupt-legal-case-

brought-against-him/#more-48903 

United Kingdom 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14901/palestinians-lebanon-better-life
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/swedish_child_climate_activist_reportedly_a_tool_of_big_green_corporate_energy_interests.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/sorry_greta_even_your_fellow_swedes_arent_buying_the_climate_change_claptrap_anymore.html#ixzz604JSvPwi
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/sorry_greta_even_your_fellow_swedes_arent_buying_the_climate_change_claptrap_anymore.html#ixzz604JSvPwi
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/sorry_greta_even_your_fellow_swedes_arent_buying_the_climate_change_claptrap_anymore.html#ixzz604JSvPwi
https://gatesofvienna.net/2019/09/geert-wilders-on-the-corrupt-legal-case-brought-against-him/#more-48903
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Terrorism Directed at Tommy Robinson is OK 
 
Despite making explicit threats against Tommy, white people in general, 
and Prince William, YouTube have not pulled his video down? Despite 
making explicit racially charged content that attacks and threatens people 
based on the colour of their skin while also promising acts of terrorism, 
Abdul Basir is still a free man? No wonder Tommy gets frustrated, because 
the ONLY option left is to confront the threat head-on and do the Police’s 
work for them. Maybe that’s what they want him to do. 

https://www.tr.news/terrorism-directed-at-tommy-robinson-is-ok/ 
 

Tommy Robinson – Death Threats 

The police do not do their job when it comes to threatening to kill Tommy 
Robinson.  There have been 5 death threats up on Facebook and yet none 
of them have been taken down. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lup2W0yvTyE&feature 

UK: Grand Mufti of Bosnia and Herzegovina gives 
Qur’an reading in Westminster Abbey 

Isn’t this heartwarming? How generous! How ecumenical! Now: when will 
the Bible reading in a mosque be? What’s that? Never? Why not? “This is 
being celebrated as an ‘inclusive’ act. When will the Nicene Creed be 
recited inside a mosque? Or must the ‘inclusive’ acts, as always, go only in 
one direction?” asked Islamic scholar Robert Spencer. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/09/uk-grand-mufti-of-bosnia-and-

herzegovina-gives-quran-reading-in-westminster-abbey 

United States 
 

American Airlines mechanic who allegedly 
sabotaged plane has ISIS ties, prosecutor says 

https://www.tr.news/terrorism-directed-at-tommy-robinson-is-ok/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lup2W0yvTyE&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0ERKQm6icdt_rTbw4frkMJANVvw8i_GNzZp7CRlcqm2qQtuaV_Bgju03Q
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/09/uk-grand-mufti-of-bosnia-and-herzegovina-gives-quran-reading-in-westminster-abbey
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/09/uk-grand-mufti-of-bosnia-and-herzegovina-gives-quran-reading-in-westminster-abbey
https://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/american-airlines-mechanic-who-allegedly-sabotaged-plane-has-isis-ties-prosecutor-says-69287493524
https://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/american-airlines-mechanic-who-allegedly-sabotaged-plane-has-isis-ties-prosecutor-says-69287493524


Alani, a naturalized U.S. citizen from Iraq who has worked as an airline 
mechanic for 30 years, allegedly had ISIS propaganda on his phone, 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Maria Medetis said. A video depicting people being 
shot was allegedly sent from his phone. Alani also told the individual he 
sent the video to that he wanted Allah to cause harm to non-Muslims, 
prosecutors say. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-airlines-mechanic-
who-allegedly-sabotaged-plane-has-isis-ties-n1056001 

 

An Interview with The Trayvon Hoax Director Joel 
Gilbert 

 
Trayvon's legacy was stolen by left wing activists, politicians, and the 
media to advance their particular agenda. America got played by an epic 
race hoax that divided us for no reason. Americans are all brothers. Black 
and white, we are all brothers. My hope is to show how politicians and the 
media used Trayvon Martin's tragic death to tear us apart, when our true 
aspiration has always been to come together as one nation. 
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/09/an_interview_with_the
_trayvon_hoax_director_joel_gilbert_.html#ixzz5zhxJIm6v 
 

Trump's Judicial Nominees 

An organization that leads the protest movement against President Trump's 
judicial nominees and presents itself as grassroots is really the project of 
Arabella Advisors, a largely unknown, massively funded strategy company 
pushing the interests of wealthy leftist donors.  

https://link.breitbart.com/view/5d13d8df2ddf9c59f07eabedargd6.4z4v/aa6

a28a4 

Other Articles 
 

#BelieveAllLies By Ruth S. King 
 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-airlines-mechanic-who-allegedly-sabotaged-plane-has-isis-ties-n1056001
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-airlines-mechanic-who-allegedly-sabotaged-plane-has-isis-ties-n1056001
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/09/an_interview_with_the_trayvon_hoax_director_joel_gilbert_.html#ixzz5zhxJIm6v
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/09/an_interview_with_the_trayvon_hoax_director_joel_gilbert_.html#ixzz5zhxJIm6v
https://link.breitbart.com/view/5d13d8df2ddf9c59f07eabedargd6.4z4v/aa6a28a4
https://link.breitbart.com/view/5d13d8df2ddf9c59f07eabedargd6.4z4v/aa6a28a4


Lies are now defined by people as inner or personal truths. Even though 
they are so often wrong, the left is never in doubt. Outright prevarication is 
“settled fact” and will brook no skepticism, let alone challenge. The 
following examples of lies are now “settled” truth for the “woke” 
generation. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/believealllies.html 
 

YouTubes  

Muslim Tells Christians: 'We Tried Warning You,' 
It's Time to 'Wake Up' about Threat of Radical 
Islam 
 
Muslim Mohammed Tawhidi tells Christians: “We tried warning you; it’s 

time to wake up about the threat of Radical Islam.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEEBh3HpgXg 

The Left Ruins Everything 

From the Boy Scouts to literature, from the arts to universities; the left 
ruins everything it touches. Dennis Prager explains. 

https://www.prageru.com/video/the-left-ruins-everything/ 

Documentary:  Deplorables: Trump, Brexit and the 
Demonised Masses – Excellent! 
 
A film about the people who had long been forgotten but now cannot be 
ignored – from the Rust Belt to the Essex Coast. What so many so called 
‘deplorables’ seem to be calling out is for change against the ruling class 
still clinging to the status quo. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afMofYie4Lc 

Recommended Book 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/believealllies.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEEBh3HpgXg
https://www.prageru.com/video/the-left-ruins-everything/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afMofYie4Lc


 

In Europe, human rights are no longer thought to be intrinsic to the 
individual as a gift given by God, but are rather thought to be a gift of the 
state, which can be limited or revoked at will. This is a dangerous 
development and it could be coming to America. Her book serves as a 
warning call. Freedom of expression is the basis for all freedom. There is 
no other freedom without it. 
 
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/the-truth-is-no-defense/ 

 

POW/MIA Recognition Day: 
They Should Never Be Forgotten 

 
May God bless them all; all the POWs and all the MIAs, and their families. 
May we never forget them and their sacrifices but always remember and 
honour each and all of the, and their families. 

http://newswithviews.com/pow-mia-recognition-day-they-should-never-be-
forgotten/ 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/the-truth-is-no-defense/
http://newswithviews.com/pow-mia-recognition-day-they-should-never-be-forgotten/
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ACT! For Canada 
 
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 
website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 
related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 
as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 

radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 

investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 
therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 
also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 
referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 
This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 

newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 

statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 

video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 

represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 

directors, officers, or agents. 
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